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Abstract As in many other natural language processing
(NLP) fields, the use of statistical methods is now part of
mainstream natural language generation (NLG). In the development of systems of this kind, however, there is the issue
of data sparseness, a problem that is particularly evident
in the case of morphologically-rich languages such as Portuguese. This work presents a shallow surface realisation system that makes use of factored language models (FLMs) of
Portuguese to overcome some of these difficulties. The system combines FLMs trained on a large corpus with a number
of NLP resources that have been made publicly available by
the Brazilian NLP research community in recent years, such
as corpora, dictionaries, thesauri and others. Our FLM-based
approach to surface realisation has been successfully applied
to the generation of Brazilian newspapers headlines, and the
results are shown to outperform a number of statistical and
non-statistical baseline systems alike.
Keywords Natural language generation · Text generation ·
Surface realisation
1 Introduction
In natural language generation (NLG) systems, surface realisation is known as the task of mapping abstract sentence representations to a surface form, that is, a sequence of words,
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punctuation symbols etc., to be delivered to the document
presentation system [1]. The input to the surface realisation
module is a (mostly) language-independent representation of
the meaning of the sentence, and the output is a word string
in the target language.
In recent years, as in many other NLG applications, surface realisation systems have successfully relied upon statistical methods ranging from language modelling techniques
[2,3] to full-blown probabilistic generation-space models
[4] and grammar acquisition [5]. Our own work focuses on
2-stage, or generate-and-select NLG architectures as introduced in [2] and by others. Systems of this kind produce
text from an abstract input representation by separating the
generation space from decision-making, that is, by overgenerating a large number of alternative surface realisations
(often including non grammatical or ill-formed candidates)
and subsequently selecting the most likely output string with
the aid of a statistical language model.
Generate-and-select surface realisation shares many of
the well-known advantages of statistical approaches to NLP,
including lower development costs (e.g., by not requiring
corpus annotation etc.) and language independency. However, it also shares one of its main weaknesses, namely, the
need for large amounts of training data to compensate for
data sparseness.
In statistical language modelling, data sparseness is particularly acute in the case of morphologically rich languages.
For instance, a Portuguese language model will typically
require much larger amounts of training data if compared
to, e.g., an English language model, in order to achieve comparable results [6]. Moreover, English NLG systems may
also benefit from state-of-art resources such as the 1-trillion
words Web 1T 5-gram corpus,1 whereas the largest publicly
1

http://www.ldc.upenn.edu/Catalog/.
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available corpus of Brazilian Portuguese at the time of this
writing was the 32-million words NILC corpus [7].
As a means to overcome some of these difficulties, in this
work we address the use of factored language models (FLMs)
[8] in the development of a shallow surface realisation system
for the Brazilian Portuguese language. In doing so, we would
like to show that FLMs may outperform standard n-gram
models in a traditional generate-and-select NLG architecture,
and may represent a viable solution to the problem of data
sparseness in morphologically rich language generation.
Besides the inherently greater expressive power of FLMs
over standard n-gram counts as discussed later, our models
are trained on a considerably larger (142-million words) corpus of Brazilian Portuguese texts, and are combined with
a number of nonstatistical NLP resources developed by the
Brazilian research community in recent years, such as dictionaries [9] and thesauri [10], making a surface realisation
system that represents, to our knowledge, the first of its kind.
Our FLM-based approach to surface realisation is applied to
the generation of newspapers headlines, and the results are
shown to outperform statistical and nonstatistical baseline
systems alike.
The rest of this paper is organised as follows. Section 2
briefly reviews related work in the field, and Sect. 3 describes
the main FLM-based approach that is the focus of the paper.
Evaluation work is presented in Sect. 4, and its results are
discussed in Sect. 5. Section 6 presents final remarks.

2 Related work
Surface realisation can be viewed as the task of mapping
abstract sentence representations to word strings in a target
language. What counts as an input representation may, however, vary widely across systems, and the lack of a standard
on how a surface realisation system should be defined—or
more specifically, on what makes its input specification—
has long been the subject of debate in the NLG field [1]. The
work in [2], for instance, considers its own sentence representation in the form of labelled directed graphs. The work
in [11], by contrast, takes as an input logical forms representing the meaning of the sentence. More importantly, different
systems may consider more shallow (i.e., closer to the surface form) or deeper input representations, which implies
different functionalities.
As a first initiative towards standardisation in the field, the
first Surface Realisation Shared Task [12] intended to evaluate English surface realisation systems based on the same
input data (abstracted from the WSJ corpus). The shared task
was accomplished by five participants, being three statistical
and two symbolic systems. Results discussed in [12] show
that the statistical approaches were overall more successful.
Although the goal of the shared task was to enable a direct,
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clear comparison among the participant systems, a number of
input-specification issues remain to be solved. For a discussion on these difficulties and future improvements, see [13].
Out of the five participants in the shared task, three systems deserve special mention.2 The work in [16] is a statistical surface realisation engine that makes use of dependencybased n-gram models (i.e., as opposed to standard n-gram
counts) to exploit structural information and linguistic features to constrain the generation space. The work in [17] is
also a statistical generator, acquiring all relevant information
for the surface realisation task from corpora. This information comprises a localised tree model, a morphological dictionary and a trigram language model. The only nonstatistical
shallow generator in the competition was the work in [18],
which makes use of unification-based grammars. It should be
pointed out however that all these systems produce English
text from data derived from the WSJ treebank, and, therefore,
a direct comparison to our Portuguese text generator is not
possible.
One useful way of distinguishing different approaches to
surface realisation is proposed in [19], in which the task is
viewed as divided into two rather independent components:
a tactical generator in charge of defining the mappings from
semantic inputs to morphosyntactic structures, and an operational generator that, once all tactic decisions have been
made, performs the appropriate morphological tasks and sentence linearisation as a string in the target language [19].
Tactical generation tends to be more domain- or applicationdependent, whereas operational generation tends to be more
language-dependent. However, the distinction is not always
crisp, and many systems still perform both tasks [19].
In [19], operational or shallow realisation systems are
referred to as surface realisation Engines, and a system called
SimpleNLG is introduced. The system is presented as a Java
library for creating and manipulating English sentences. Generating text with SimpleNLG consists of invoking a series
of methods to specify every sentence constituent, how they
should be inflected, combined etc.
Similarly to [19], our present system is an instance of a
surface realisation engine. However, our system is distinct
from SimpleNLG in a number of ways. First, we consider an
explicit input specification adapted from [12], from which a
sentence is produced by making a single call to the language
generator. In SimpleNLG, by contrast, a sentence is produced
incrementally by making a series of calls to the system. Second, SimpleNLG is a rule-based surface realisation engine,
whereas our present work combines rule-based and statistical
methods. Third, SimpleNLG generates English text, whereas

2

The other two participants, the systems described in [14] (using
a graph-based parsing algorithm) and [15] (a grammar-based chart
realiser), focused on generation from deep input representation.
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we focus on Portuguese (and to this end both systems encode
language-dependent rules).
Regarding the statistical approach under consideration,
our present work follows the generate-and-select NLG architectures introduced in [2,20] and others. Systems of this kind
generate surface strings from some abstract input representation in two stages: first, a large number of possible candidate output strings are generated from the given input, and
then the most likely output string is selected with the aid
of a statistical language model. However, existing work on
2-stage surface realisation has been traditionally based on
n-gram models only, whereas the present work makes use
of FLMs [8] instead. To our knowledge, our system is the
only FLM-based surface realisation engine to date, and the
only of its kind that has been designed for the Portuguese
language.
Our current system is the final product of a series of
experiments on surface realisation for Brazilian Portuguese.
The work in [21] described a number of experiments on ngram filters applied to individual surface realisation tasks,
namely, lexical choice, ordering of noun modifiers and verbcomplement agreement. These experiments were performed
over purpose-built sentences and their focus was on the identification of critical surface realisation tasks from the perspective of a 2-stage generation approach based on n-gram
models.
The n-gram approach in [21] was shown to perform poorly
in three tasks: verb phrase lexicalisation, the ordering of noun
modifiers and verb-complement agreement (mainly in passive voice). These issues were revisited in [6] with the introduction of FLMs applied to text generation in Brazilian Portuguese. The work in [6] was the first of this kind to propose
FLMs that outperformed standard n-gram models for Portuguese text generation. However, the work in [6] was still
limited in the sense that it was not applied to the generation
of whole sentences taken from a corpus of actual language
use, and by using large, computationally expensive language
models that took gender and number factors into account,
and which we have presently improved on.3
Finally, the work in [22] is the closest to the present discussion, introducing a preliminary—but still purely statistical—
version of our system and the training and test data sets that
we have presently reused. However, the system presented
in [22] was still lacking many of the current functionalities,
including the rule-based methods to limit over-generation
and the use of a thesaurus to exploit word synonymy. The
current system, by contrast, outperforms its early version in
[22], but it is of course more language-dependent.
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3 Current work
3.1 Overview
The present work concerns the development and evaluation
of a shallow surface realisation system for the Brazilian Portuguese language based on FLMs. Systems of this kind are
mostly applicable to text-to-text generation tasks such as text
summarisation [23], simplification [24] and others, but may
also be embedded in a deeper generation framework [1].
Figure 1 shows the system architecture, in which grey boxes
represent its three main modules: symbolic pre-processing,
symbolic over-generation and statistical candidate selection.
White boxes represent external knowledge sources as discussed below.
The system takes as an input an under-specified abstract
sentence representation (cf. Sect. 3.2). In order to establish agreement between sentence constituents, missing input
values are adjusted and/or complemented with the aid of a
lexical database described in [9]. The result is a fully specified sentence representation taken as the input to the next
module, which over-generates alternative realisations (cf.
Sect. 3.3) based on linearisation constraints (also obtained
from lexical information) and, optionally, synonymy information taken from a thesaurus of Brazilian Portuguese
[10]. Finally, the set of possible candidates is submitted to a language model filter and the most likely output
sentence is selected. As discussed in Sect. 3.4, the main
difference between this and a more traditional generateand-select architecture (e.g., [2]) is the use of FLMs in
the selection task, and not standard n-gram counts. Details
of each of these steps are discussed in the following
sections.

3

As discussed in Sect. 3.4, given that our present training corpus is
several times larger than the one used in [6] a direct comparison between
the computational efficiency of these approaches is not possible.

Fig. 1 System architecture
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3.2 Input processing
The input to the system is a shallow, possibly under-specified
sentence representation similar to the specification considered in the Surface Realisation Shared Task [12]. As a case
study, however, the input specification is presently more limited in the sense that we will only consider sentences in
active voice according to a standard < NP-VP-NP > template
order.4
The input is represented as a sentence tree in which all content words are assumed to have been previously selected following some lexical choice policy (e.g., [25,26]). Thus, the
task to be accomplished by the system mainly consists of providing missing input information, establishing constituents
agreement and word order in the target language (in our case,
Brazilian Portuguese).
The following is a simplified example of input specification for a target sentence ‘A cantora americana Christina
Aguillera não terá um programa de rádio semanal’ or ‘The
American singer Christina Aguillera will not have a weekly
radio program’. The example is rendered in Prolog-like
clauses generated automatically from a tagged corpus using
a simple conversion utility.

The top-level sentence representation is the sentence
clause, in this case representing a fixed order AgentAction-Patient-Punctuation sentence template. Agent and
Patient terms are defined as object concepts (s1 and p1 )
to be realised as noun phrases (NPs). Action terms are
defined as act(ion) concepts (v1 ) to be realised as verb
phrases (VPs). Both Patient and Punctuation terms are
optional.
Concepts to be realised as noun phrases (either filling in Agent or Patient positions in the sentence template)
are unordered lists of nouns, proper names, adjectives and
prepositional phrases (PPs). The PP surface forms may be
computed recursively during generation but, for reasons of
computational efficiency, these constituents are presently
assumed to be computed in advance. In other words, they
are assumed to appear already in their final surface form
(regarding both inflection and order) in the input specification. Although this may in principle be seen as a limitation of

4

On the other hand, the more complex sentence structures considered
in [12] require a richer input representation. This includes, for instance,
syntactic edges and other features that are not presently required.
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our approach, in practice nearly all (over 99 %) noun phrases
in our test corpus (newspapers headlines, cf. Sect. 4) have at
most two PP modifiers each, making their computation rather
trivial. Concepts to be realised as VPs (filling in an Action
position) are sets of verbs with accompanying prepositions
and adverbial modifiers.
Each NP or VP term has a head constituent, to which
all other elements are subordinated. The head constituent
is defined solely for the purpose of providing information
for other constituents when necessary, as discussed later,
but it does not follow that the head constituent needs to be
defined according to a strict linguistic theory. Typical head
constituents for NPs are nouns and proper names. For VPs,
the head constituent is usually the main verb of the sentence.
Given an input specification as above, the system starts
by computing any missing information deemed necessary
for the agreement and linearisation tasks from left to right.
Missing values are provided by examining Agent, Action
and Patient terms individually, in that order. We assume
that the information provided for the Agent term drives
the generation process and, if necessary, will overlap any
conflicting information provided by the other terms. For
instance, if the underlying application provides conflicting instruction to produce a sentence whose Agent term
should be singular but whose Action term should be plural,
Action will be adjusted to singular, and not the other way
round.
Starting from the Agent term, the system will use the gender and number provided or, if necessary, obtain these values from any nonambiguous constituent within the Agent
term. A constituent is considered free from gender/number
ambiguity when it occurs in a single gender/number form
in the lexical database implemented in [9]. Within a given
term t, finding a nonambiguous constituent for which there
is only one possible gender g and number n value implies
that all constituents within t must have the same gender g
and number n values. In other words, nonambiguous gender/number values, if available, will be taken to be the obligatory gender/number values for all constituents within the
same term.
For instance, concept s1 in the previous example includes
number information (‘s’ for ‘single’), but no gender. In order
to determine the gender of the NP, the system will make use of
lexical information to examine proper names (which are less
likely to have more than one gender/number form), followed
by nouns and adjectives, if necessary. If the proper name
‘Christina Aguillera’ is represented in the dictionary only in
female form, this will determine the gender of all constituents
of the Agent term. If no constituent is represented in a single
form, default values provided by the underlying application
are attempted. Finally, if no default value is applicable (e.g.,
if some constituents can only be realised in singular form,
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Fig. 2 Linearisation rules

and others in plural) the input is considered inconsistent and
no text is generated.5
Once gender and number values of the Agent term have
been computed, these are enforced for the Action term as well
and, in case of copula verb usage (e.g., ‘She is pretty’) also
extended to the Patient term. This is necessary because the
Portuguese language (unlike, e.g., English) requires subjectcomplement agreement in these cases, as in ‘Ela é bonita’,
in which the subject (‘Ela’, or ‘she’) agrees in gender and
number with the complement (‘bonita’, or ‘pretty’).
After establishing complete agreement within and between terms, additional features (verb tense, mode, etc.) are
determined using the same principles of inheritance and
default values provided by the underlying application. The
next step consists of a standard over-generation approach
[2,28,29] in which all potentially valid permutations of the
term set are produced.
3.3 Over-generation
Given a complete input sentence specification (i.e., with
all relevant gender and number values in agreement, etc.)
over-generation consists of producing a set of possible linear orderings of the sentence constituents. In order to limit
the number of candidates under consideration, however, we
define valid permutations according to a number of simple
linearisation rules. These rules are intended both to reduce
the computational costs of the selection task (cf. next section) and also to increase the overall probability of finding
the most adequate output string, but are by no means to be
seen as a substitute for more structured solutions such as
grammar acquisition (e.g., [5]). These linearisation rules are
summarised in Fig. 2.
Except for the punctuation and sentence template rules
(r1 and r2 above), all linearisation rules are applicable to
NPs. This choice is due to the fact that, in our system, the
sentence under generation follows a previously chosen template format, and that VPs (at least as seen in our test data
on newspapers headlines, described in Sect. 4) tend to have

a small number of constituents (usually one or two verbs,
plus one occasional adverbial modifier) and are generally
well covered by the language model filters. It was not necessary, for instance, to define a rule to prohibit VP alternatives containing a misplaced negative adverb as in ‘terá não’
(‘will not have’), which are considered in 3 % of our test
sentences. Ungrammatical constructions of this kind are correctly filtered out by the language models. In other words, as
observed in [6], it is the NP over-generation task that presents
most opportunities for improvement.6
An example of application of NP linearisation rules works
as follows. Rule r3 guarantees that definite and indefinite
determiners are always placed at the beginning of an NP,
which rules out illegal candidates such as ‘cantora a’ (or
‘*singer the’). Rule r4 prohibits the permutation of proper
names as in ‘*aguilera christina’, which are assumed to be
always presented in the correct linear order. As argued in [12],
computing the word order of proper names is not an actual
surface realisation task. Similarly, rule r5 determines that PP
modifiers as in ‘de rádio’ are to be taken as a single term,
that is, they are not subject to permutation as in ‘rádio de’.
Finally, sentences in our test data often combine several
PP or adjectival modifiers into a single NP, as in ‘o valor
integral do aumento salarial’ (‘the pay rise full amount’),
leading to a potentially large number of NP permutations.
Some of these alternatives, however, are clearly ungrammatical, as in ‘*do aumento salarial o valor integral’, or, ‘*of
the pay rise the full amount’. For that reason, over-generation
is limited by rule r6, which discards all NP permutations (in
both subject and object position) whose determiner is immediately followed by a preposition (and which are, at least in
Portuguese, unacceptable).
The benefits of these simple NP linearisation rules to
both computational efficiency and output accuracy are selfevident. On the other hand, adding handcrafted rules to an
otherwise purely statistical approach may always incur a
well-known cost, namely, a loss in language-independency.
As we will argue in Sect. 5, however, we believe that at least
in the present case the benefits of linearisation rules may

5

The present use of default values provided by the application is not
to be confused with the inference task in inheritance-based grammars
(e.g., [27]).

6

Alternative approaches to the task of ordering noun modifiers are
discussed in [30,31].
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possibly outweigh any loss of this kind. In our test data, for
instance, the use of one single rule (r6, prohibiting NP determiners followed by prepositions) has decreased the candidate
set produced during over-generation from 37,462 sentences
to 19,869 sentences, that is, a 47 % reduction. Although this
is much smaller than the 87 % reduction estimated in [22],
in which a more liberal over-generation strategy was considered, linearisation rules are still likely to improve results,
particularly when combined with more expressive FLMs
(see Sect. 3.4).
All constituents in all orderings are replaced by their
inflected surface forms with the aid of the lexicon in [9], producing a list of candidate output strings for the given input.
For instance, from the Action constituent set in the previous
example we may obtain two candidate word strings: ‘terá
não’ and ‘não terá’ (‘will not have’). Similarly, we would
obtain six output candidates from the Agent constituent set,
and four candidates from Patient,7 making (6 * 2 * 4 = ) 48
candidate sentences in total. Some of these alternatives are
illustrated below, among which sentence 48 happens to be
the expected output.

J Braz Comput Soc (2013) 19:135–146

In order to single out the desired output sentence from
an over-generated candidate set, 2-stage generation systems [2,3,20,28,29] make use of statistical language models to compute the most likely output sentence. Language

models of this kind are usually based on n-gram-counts,
which are known to produce satisfactory results at least for
less-inflected languages such as English. However, in the case
of our target language—Brazilian Portuguese—we have to
deal not only with much greater lexical variation (making
data sparse) but also with the lack of sizeable training data.
In what follows we attempt to minimise both difficulties by
(a) making use of more expressive language models and (b)
by making use of a larger training corpus.
From the language modelling perspective (a), we address
the issue of data sparseness by replacing standard n-gram
models for Factored Language Models (or FLMs, cf. [8]).
FLMs generalise the n-gram approach by incorporating information from various sources (and not only word counts).
FLMs are widely used by the speech research community but,
to our knowledge, their benefits have been seldom applied to
text generation.8
In the FLM approach, each word wt is represented as a
bundle of k parallel factors { f t1 , f t2 , . . . f tk } that may convey
any word-related information such as classes, roots, semantic
features, etc. Thus, when no exact n-gram match is found in
the training data (as it is often the case in morphologicallyrich languages), an FLM will allow us to circumnavigate the
issue of data sparseness by taking into account such alternative knowledge sources (and not simply word counts).
The design of an FLM requires the definition of a set
of individual factors and a strategy to produce an optimal
statistical model over them. When there is insufficient data
to fully estimate a higher-order condition, a standard n-gram
model would simply backoff from a model of order n to an
order n-1. FLMs, by contrast, may simultaneously drop one
or more variables associated to each factor, and take different
factors into account at the lower level.
For instance, when a particular trigram does not occur (a
certain number of times) in the data, the model may consider
probabilities given by the lemma of the previous word L t−1
and the part-of-speech of the word before that Pt−2 , and
that these probabilities should be combined in a particular
way to estimate the overall probability of the current word
Wt . Thus, even the simplest FLMs allow a large number of
possible backoff paths, making directed backoff graphs as
discussed in [8]. As we shall see, this may have significant
advantages over simply backing-off down to the bigram or
unigram level.
We consider bigram and trigram models taking into
account either word and lemma factors (WL models) or
word, lemma and part-of-speech factors (WLP models) only.
We will call these our 2WL, 3WL, 2WLP and 3WLP models, respectively. These models represent the best tradeoff
between computational efficiency and output accuracy that

7

8

Optionally, a candidate set as above may be further
expanded by considering synonymy as well. In our work
this is implemented with the aid of the Brazilian Portuguese thesaurus presented in [10]. Additional alternatives
are generated by replacing head constituents and their modifiers by synonymous words, and then following the same
over-generation rules described above. However, the use of
synonyms is offered simply as an additional feature of our
system, and it is left entirely to the underlying application to
decide whether to use it or not. As suggested in [25,26] and
also by our preliminary experiments in [21], using synonyms
in a principled way remains an open research question, and
in order to prevent lexicalisation issues from obscuring the
comparison between language models, our evaluation work
described in Sect. 4 will not cover lexicalisation.
3.4 Language modelling

Recall that alternatives beginning with a PP as in ‘de rádio’ are
disregarded.
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An exception is the work in [32] regarding the acquisition of NLG
grammars aided by FLMs.
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we could obtain over a large number of experiments in
text generation. Some of the alternatives to these models
have been described in previous work (see Sect. 2) and
include both models of higher order and those using additional factors. For instance, the experiments in text generation
described in [6] made use of FLMs that considered gender
and number factors as well. However, the impact of those
factors on output text quality has been found to be small if
compared to the increase in computational costs, and for that
reason gender and number have been presently disregarded.
The proposed models are summarised in Fig. 3. Unless
specified otherwise, all models were built using SRILM [33]
and using the default tool parameters and a back-off strategy
as follows. The first model to be attempted is always the complete model (i.e., taking all available factors into account). If
necessary, the model will back-off to lower levels by dropping one node at a time, starting from the most distant parent
node, and discarding the factors W, L and P in this fixed order,
that is, from more to less informative factors as suggested
in [8].9
We assume a minimum count (the gtmin parameter in
SRILM) of 1 to establish a match,10 and we compute model
probabilities by interpolation with the lower levels. For
details on the mathematical background and design of FLMs
and parallel back-off, see [8].
Let us consider the above 2WLP model as an example. The
first backoff-graph node in 2WLP corresponds to the complete model that takes all available factors into account, that
is, the probability of a word Wt is given by the combined
probabilities of the previous word (Wt−1 ), lemma (L t−1 )
and part-of-speech (Pt−1 ) factors. If no instantiation of these
three values exists (i.e., if these three particular W,L and P
values do not co-occur in the data), the model will backoff
by dropping the W factor, that is, by attempting to estimate
probabilities based on the previous L and P factors alone. If
that fails once again, the model will still attempt to estimate
the word probability based on the previous part-of-speech
factor only, the underlying assumption being that Pt−1 may
still provide some (even if rather weak) hint at the probability
of the current word when no other source of information is
available. Thus, if a bigram as, e.g., ‘did fail’ does not occur
in the data, we may still estimate some probability by considering the more general form ‘do fail’ or even ‘<verb> fail’
if necessary.
We leave to Sect. 4 to discuss to which extent the use of
FLMs improve results in the text generation task, but first we
shall briefly consider the corpus perspective (b). Since the
9
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Fig. 3 Language models under consideration

training data used in previous work (e.g., [6]) was deemed
insufficient even in the case of standard bigram models, we
now intend to use more data to take full advantage of the
FLM approach. For that reason, the present language models
were built from a 142-million words corpus of Brazilian Portuguese described in [34], which included both the original
NILC corpus [7] and an additional collection of full articles
from the on-line 2006–2011 editions of the Folha de São
Paulo newspaper11 and the Veja magazine.12
The training corpus was POS-tagged using the Portuguese
tagger available from the LACIO-WEB website project13 and
MXPOST.14 Additionally, gender and number tags (required
for the pre-processing agreement task, but not used in the
actual language models) were taken from the Brazilian
Portuguese lexical database described in [9]. Tagging errors
identified during the preparation of the test data (particularly
in the case of proper names, cf. next section) were also corrected in the training data to ensure consistency, but the rest
of the training corpus was left otherwise unaltered, assuming
that the statistical approach should accommodate noisy data.

Less conventional back-off strategies were also attempted in a pilot
experiment, but results turned out to be below those presently reported
(cf. Sect. 4).

11

http://www.folha.com.br.

12

http://www.veja.com.br.

10

13

http://nilc.icmc.sc.usp.br/nilc/tools/nilctaggers.html.

14

http://www.inf.ed.ac.uk/resources/nlp/local_doc/MXPOST.html.

Pilot tests with higher threshold values in [21] showed lower accuracy rates in related tasks.
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Fig. 4 Sentence length distribution in the corpus test

4 Evaluation
4.1 Test data
We consider a test corpus comprising a separate collection of
4,297 randomly selected online Folha de São Paulo newspaper headlines from the year 2009, of up to 9 words in length
each (7.6 words on average). The actual distribution is illustrated in Fig. 4.
All sentences in the test data set are in the form AgentAction-Patient. The Patient term was not compulsory, but
it turned out to occur in all but 18 sentences. In comparison with the training corpus described in the previous section (containing full articles), test sentences are often simpler, and one may in fact ask why we used a training corpus
more powerful than necessary for the task. Our reasons are
twofold: first, collecting a sufficiently large number of individual headlines for training purposes may be impractical;
second, as future work we intend to reuse the same models
in the generation of newspapers sentences in general, and not
only headlines.
Our Input data set was built as follows. First, the corpus was tagged with POS, gender and number information
and manually verified for correctness. This was particularly
necessary in the case of proper names, which occur in large
numbers in the newspapers domain, and were often tagged
as nouns, etc. In addition to that, some instances of verbs
in the participle tense were incorrectly tagged as adjectives,
and in a few cases gender/number information taken from
the dictionary had to be corrected as well. This revision
was, however, informal in the sense that we did not seek
to produce a 100 % accurate corpus (for instance, we did
not seek to achieve agreement between judges) but simply
to identify common errors that could affect our evaluation
work.
All tagging errors identified in the test corpus were also
corrected in the training corpus (described in the previous
section) by using a purpose-built tool. Briefly, the tool takes
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as an input the list of corrections previously made, and then
performs a simple search-and-replace operation on the training corpus, rewriting any text segment containing the identified errors provided that there was no risk of ambiguity.
For instance, we did not perform any conversion from noun
‘machado’ (‘axe’) to proper name as this could result in a tagging error, even though ‘Machado’ is a common Portuguese
name. Only after these adjustments were completed, the language models described in the previous section were generated.
Each test sentence was converted into an abstract sentence representation by performing two tasks: (1) every content word was replaced by its lemma and (2) the constituent
ordering of NP and VP modifiers was randomised. Similar
techniques for abstracting NLG input data from the expected
output strings were applied, for instance, in the data preparation for the First Surface Realisation Challenge Task [12].
The resulting abstract sentence representations are similar to
the previous Example 1 in Sect. 3.2.
The actual word strings in the corpus are taken to be our
Reference set, against which we intend to compare (therefore
intrinsically) the output produced by 10 alternative generation strategies: the four FLMs (2WL, 3WL, 2WLP and 3WLP)
discussed in the previous section, and six baseline systems
as follows.
4.2 Procedure
For the purpose of evaluation, one may consider at least three
lines of investigation: (1) how the statistical module performs
with and without linearisation rules; (2) how FLMs compare
to word n-grams; and (3) how the system as a whole compares
to others.
The role of linearisation rules has been addressed to some
extent in our previous work [6] in the context of NP surface
realisation,15 in which the use of FLMs alone was found to
be insufficient for the task. Using 2WL and 3WL models, the
work in [6] showed that candidate selection from an unconstrained set of possible realisations obtained accuracy rates
of 0.70 and 0.60, respectively. On the other hand, by applying basic rules to reduce the candidate set, the same models
obtained accuracy rates of 0.85 and 0.80. These results first
suggested to us that the FLM approach could be improved
on by using this form of pre-selection, and for that reason
we presently do not seek to answer (1) directly, that is,
we will simply take the benefits of linearisation rules for
granted.16

15

Recall also that NP linearisation is the most challenging subtask for
our system.

16 Note also that reducing the candidate set cannot lead to lower accuracy.
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Question (2)—representing the main claim that we intend
to verify—is sufficiently straightforward: keeping other variables unaltered (namely, using always the same linearisation rules), we will compare different versions of our system using various language models (FLM and word n-gram
alike). To this end, we will consider three baseline systems
that use the same over-generation module but, instead of FLM
filters, use ordinary 2-, 3- and 4-gram models called 2W,
3W e 4W. In other words, keeping all other system features
unchanged except for the actual language model, we would
like to show that the FLM approach outperforms these word
n-gram models, as suggested by some of our previous experiments in [22].
It is question (3) that poses the most significant challenge to our evaluation work (and indeed to the evaluation
of any language-dependent task). As discussed in Sect. 2,
differences in target language and input specification make
a direct comparison to, e.g., the participants in the Surface
Realisation Shared Task [12] or to SimpleNLG [19] inappropriate. Thus, in what follows we will consider a number of simple, nonstatistical baseline systems, and also a
rule-based realisation engine developed as an independent
project [34].
Two of our nonstatistical baseline systems are trivial: a
Random strategy that selects a random permutation from
the set of possible candidate sentences, and a Left-to-Right
template-based approach that simply fills in the sentence template with matching constituents in the same order as they
occur in the randomised input specification.
As a third and more robust alternative, we will also consider a Rule-based strategy described in [34], which makes
use of Portuguese grammar rules to enforce constituents
agreement and sentence linearisation. This system represents a complete realisation engine and, for the purpose
of the present evaluation task, it may be considered a reasonable approximation to SimpleNLG [19] in the sense that
both systems are capable of generating common sentences
in their target languages (Portuguese and English, respectively) in similar step-by-step fashion.17 More importantly,
our Rule-based system takes as an input the same representation required by our current approach, and generates text
in the same target language (i.e., Portuguese), which allows
for a direct, meaningful comparison between statistical and
nonstatistical approaches.
Each of the 10 systems took as an input the same Input
data set and produced a corresponding System set of 4,297
output strings. The main purpose of the evaluation was to
measure the closeness between each System and Reference
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sentence pairs, and for reasons discussed in Sect. 3.3 none of
the systems was set to consider synonymous words during
over-generation.
The actual comparison between System and Reference
sentence pairs was carried out by using four standard string
metrics (which are expected to correlate): Accuracy or string
match (exact word string match equals 1, or 0 otherwise);
Edit-distance (i.e., the number of insert, delete and replace
operations required to make both strings identical); and the
Machine Translation (MT) metrics BLEU [35] and NIST
[36],18 both of which measure n-gram overlap between Reference and System (BLEU scores range from 0 to 1, and NIST
scores have no upper limit19 ).
A word of caution regarding the interpretation of Accuracy scores: none of the systems under evaluation is currently able to make an informed distinction between multiple equally acceptable alternatives, as in ‘programa de
rádio semanal’ vs. ‘programa semanal de rádio’, both of
which translate to ‘weekly radio program’. In these situations, Accuracy will heavily penalise all systems that make
the ‘wrong’ choice, that is, those which do not select the
exact word string that happens to occur in the Reference set.
Edit-distance, BLEU and NIST scores, by contrast, represent
more fine grained metrics of closeness between System and
Reference sentences, and are therefore to be preferred. This
limitation notwithstanding, we will follow common practice
in the field (e.g., [37]) and provide Accuracy results for illustration purposes.

4.3 Results
Table 1 summarises our results. Closer proximity to the
Reference sentence is indicated by higher Accuracy, NIST
and BLEU values, but lower Edit-distance.
Given that BLEU and NIST evaluate each system output set as a whole (and not individual sentence pairs), and
given that Accuracy is simply a binary condition representing whether each string pair is identical, we performed oneway ANOVA for independent samples over Edit-distance
values, which were shown to have normal distribution and
homogeneity of variance. This was followed by the Tukey
HSD test (α = 0.05).
Results showed significant differences between the systems (F(9, 43) = 400.38, MSE = 51.74, p < 0.001). The
identified homogeneous subsets are shown in Table 2.

18

17

This is not to say, however, that these systems are functionally equivalent, since differences in target language do not allow a direct comparison between the two.

Despite being originally proposed in the MT field, BLEU and NIST
have been widely applied to the evaluation of a number of NLG surface
realisation tasks as well [12,37,38].

19

Unlike BLEU, NIST tends to favour less frequent and possibly more
informative n-grams. cf. [36].
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Table 1 Results
System

Accuracy

Edit-dist.

NIST

BLEU

Random

0.48

8.77

11.15

0.46

Left-right

0.62

5.52

14.58

0.81

Rule-based

0.69

4.55

14.97

0.85

2W

0.74

4.07

14.84

0.88

3W

0.75

3.84

14.83

0.88

4W

0.75

3.84

14.85

0.88

2WL

0.87

2.10

15.02

0.94

3WL

0.88

1.95

15.05

0.95

2WLP

0.89

1.75

15.04

0.94

3WLP

0.90

1.65

15.07

0.95

Table 2 Homogeneous subsets for Edit Distance values
Strategy

Avg. edit-dist.

Subsets

3WLP

1.65

A

2WLP

1.75

A

3WL

1.95

A

2WL

2.10

A

4W

3.84

B

3W

3.84

B

2W

4.07

B

Rule-based

4.55

Left-right

5.52

Random

8.77

6 Final remarks

C
D
E

Systems which do not share a letter differ significantly at α = 0.05

5 Discussion
The results of the evaluation work show that the systems
making use of FLMs outperform all standard n-grams models (2W, 3W e 4W) and nonstatistical (Random, Left-right
and Rule-based) baseline systems alike. According to Table
2 there was no statistical difference within the FLM or within
the n-gram groups. In the case of FLMs, this in principle
favours the simplest, most computationally efficient 2WL
model, and in the case of n-grams favours the 2W model.
However, this is not to say that trigram models are not useful for the present task, or that those models still suffer from
data sparseness. The high homogeneity in the results may be
simply an effect of the kind of test data used in the evaluation: bigram models seem sufficient for the generation
of short newspapers headlines, but for longer sentences a
higher-order model may be called for. Had we considered
longer sentences, it might have been possible to observe
greater differences within the FLM and n-gram groups, as
the progression of Edit-distance, BLEU and NIST scores in
previous Table 1 seems to suggest.
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The present results for the FLM approach are also superior to all of our own previous work. For instance, in a previous, purely statistical version of our system [22] with no
associated rules to limit the number of output candidates,
Edit-distance scores ranged from 2.69 for a 2WL model to a
maximum 1.84 for a 3WLP model using the current test data.
In the present case, by contrast, our best performing model
achieved 1.65 edit-distance. As expected, the inclusion of
the linearisation rules described in Sect. 3.3 does improve
results, arguably at the cost of a certain loss in languageindependency.
All systems that consider some kind of statistical model
(FLMs and n-grams alike) outperform our admittedly simple
nonstatistical baseline systems. The combination of rules and
language models, even in the simplest 2W approach, outperforms the Rule-based system as well. This result had not been
observed when considering the purely statistical approach in
[34], in which Rule-based surface realisation still outperformed standard n-gram models.

This paper presented a novel application of factored language models (FLMs) in the field of text generation, in
which FLMs are intended to overcome data sparseness, an
issue that is particularly prevalent in morphologically-rich
language processing. We described a 2-stage shallow surface realisation system for Brazilian Portuguese generation
that takes as an input an abstract sentence representation and
over-generates multiple candidate sentences with the aid of
a small set of language-dependent linearisation rules. Candidate selection is performed in a language-independent fashion by using a statistical language model trained on a large
corpus of Brazilian newspapers articles, after which the language model filters out unsuitable alternatives and selects the
most likely candidate as the output sentence.
The system was applied to the generation of newspapers headlines, in which sentences extracted from online
articles were regenerated by a number of variations to our
basic approach, and also by several statistical and nonstatistical baseline systems. Results show that using FLMs for
Portuguese text generation represents not only a novel
application of these models, but also suggest that the FLMbased approach may be indeed superior to the use of word
n-gram models for this task.
On the other hand, although not presently discussed, the
kinds of FLM considered in this paper are significantly more
expensive (from a computational perspective) than the standard n-gram approach. Our system is currently implemented
at a prototype level only, which may in practice limit its use
to applications that do not require real-time language generation. Thus, as future work we intend to examine the issue of
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search optimisation, and also to remove the existing noise
from the training corpus. With these tasks accomplished,
we expect to obtain more computationally efficient language
models for practical NLG applications.
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